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INTRODUCTION
Labor Code section 1143 provides that "the board shall,
at the close of each fiscal year, make a report in writing to the
Legislature and to the Governor stating in detail the cases it
has heard, the decisions it has rendered, the names, salaries,
and duties of all employees and officers in the employ or under
the supervision of the board, and an account of all moneys it has
disbursed."
The Annual Report provides the information required by
statute and, in addition, a report on litigation involving the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board).
A

report of the names, salaries, and duties of ALRB

employees has been provided to the Governor, the Speaker of the
Assembly, the President pro Tempore of the Senate, and members of
the Legislature.

Any other readers wishing to know such data are

asked to make a separate request to the Board's Executive
Secretary.

i
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THE AGRICULTURAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
The ALRB • • • Earning California's Trust
Mission
Our mission is to assure that the Agricultural Labor
Relations Act (ALRA) is carried out "to ensure peace in the
fields by guaranteeing justice for all agricultural employees and
stability in agricultural labor relations."

The ALRB is

committed to making California a showcase for the sound and
equitable administration of agricultural labor relations by
continuously improving the

ex~editious

handling of all election

and unfair labor practice cases through rigorous management,
assuring accuracy, fairness, impartiality and timeliness.

We

will continue to improve the predictability and clarity of
application of the law through our decisions, regulations and
manuals.

We will increase public outreach to inform and educate

agricultural employees, employers and unions regarding the ALRA
and recent Board and Court decisions, to improve public
credibility and to assist in the proactive avoidance of disputes
wherever possible.
Organization
The ALRB strives to meet and exceed all public
requirements and expectations and to earn the highest public
confidence, credibility and trust, through a proactive and
dynamic organization which fosters commitment and inspires
loyalty through competence and challenge, and which supports
individual initiative through mutual cooperation, respect and a
harmonious work environment.
1

A.

Administration of the ALRA
The Agricultural Labor Relations Act was enacted in

1975 "to ensure peace in the fields by guaranteeing justice for
all agricultural employees and stability in agricultural labor
relations."

(Preamble, section 1.5 SB 1, 1975-76 Third

Extraordinary Session.)

The Act seeks to achieve these ends by

recognizing that agricultural employees have the right to form,
join or assist a labor organization in order to improve the terms
and conditions of their employment and the right to engage in
other concerted activity for their mutual aid and protection; by
providing for secret ballot elections through which employees may
freely choose whether they wish to be represented by a labor
organization; by imposing an obligation on the part of employers
to bargain with any labor organization so chosen; and by
declaring unlawful certain practices which either interfere with,
or are otherwise destructive of, the free exercise of the rights
guaranteed by the Act.
The agency's authority is divided between a Board
composed of five members and a General Counsel, all of whom are
appointed by the Governor and subject to confirmation by the
Senate.

Together, they are responsible for the prevention of

those practices which the Act declares to be impediments to
the free exercise of employee rights.

When a charge is filed,

the General Counsel conducts an investigation to determine
whether an unfair labor practice has been committed.

If he

believes that there has been a violation, he issues a complaint.
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The Board provides for a hearing to determine whether a
respondent has committed the unfair labor practice alleged in the
complaint.
Under the statute, the Board may delegate, and in
practice has delegated, its authority to hear such cases to
Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) who take evidence and make
initial recommendations in the form of written decisions with
respect to issues of fact or law raised by the parties.

Any

party may appeal any of the findings, conclusions or
recommendations of the ALJ to the Board, which then reviews the
record and issues its own decision and order in the case.
Parties dissatisfied \lith the Board's order may petition for
review in the Court of Appeal.

Attorneys for the Board defend

the decisions rendered by the Board.

If review is not sought or

is denied, the Board may seek enforcement of its order in
Superior Court.
When a final remedial order requires that parties be
made whole for unfair labor practices committed against them, the
Board has followed the practice of the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB) in holding supplemental proceedings to determine the
amount of liability.

These hearings, called compliance hearings,

are also typically held before ALJs who write recommended
decisions for review by the Board.

Once again, parties

dissatisfied with the decision and order issued by the Board upon
review of the ALJ's decision may petition for review of the
Board's decision in the Court of Appeal.
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To streamline this process, the Board for the first time
this year embarked on regulatory reforms which will permit a
single hearing to encompass both the liability and compliance
phases in appropriate cases.

Combined hearings offer a

tremendous savings of resources to the parties and to the State,
since they eliminate the expense and delay of separate hearings
and multiple appeals.

This reform is part of a comprehensive

regulatory review undertaken this year, which is discussed later
in our report.
In addition to the Board's authority to issue decisions
in unfair labor practice cases, the Board, through personnel in
various regional offices, is responsible for conducting
elections to determine whether a majority of the employees of an
agricultural employer wishes to be represented by a labor
organization or, if the employees are already so represented, to
determine whether they wish to continue to be represented by that
labor organization, a rival labor organization or no labor
organization at all.

Chapter 5 of the ALRA empowers the Board to

direct an election provided that Board investigation reveals the
existence of a bona fide question concerning such representation.
Because of the seasonal nature of agriculture and the
relatively short periods of peak employment, the Act provides for
a speedy election process, mandating that elections be held
within seven days from the date an election petition is filed,
and within 48 hours after a petition has been filed in the case
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of a strike.

Any party believing that an election ought not to

have been conducted, or that it was conducted in an inappropriate
unit, or that misconduct occurred which tended to affect the
outcome of the election, or that the election was otherwise not
fairly conducted, may file objections to the election.

The

objections are reviewed by the Board's Executive Secretary, who
determines whether they make out a prima facie case that the
election should not have been held or that the conduct complained
of affected its outcome.

If such a prima facie case is found, a

hearing is held before an Investigative Hearing Examiner to
determine whether the Board should refuse to certify the election
as a valid expression of the will of the employees.

The

Investigative Hearing Examiner's conclusions may be appealed to
the Board.

Except in very limited circumstances, court review of

any decision of the Board in representation matters may be had
only in connection with an order in an unfair labor practice case
which is based upon the Board's certification.
In addition to and as part of the agency's processing of
unfair labor practices, elections and compliance matters, the
Executive Secretary and the Board are frequently called upon to
process and decide a variety of motions filed by the parties.
These motions may concern novel legal issues or requests for
reconsideration of prior Board action, as well as more common
requests for continuance of hearings, requests for extensions of
filing deadlines for exceptions and briefs, motions to change the
location of a hearing, and requests by the parties to take a case
off calendar because of a proposed settlement agreement.

5

The agency also receives frequent requests for
information regarding the ALRA itself, the enforcement procedures
used by the agency to seek compliance with the law, and case
processing statistics.

Such requests are routinely received from

the media, trade associations, growers, unions, parties to
particular cases, the Legislature, other state agencies, colleges
and universities, and sister state agencies considering the
enactment of similar legislation.
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B.

Operational Summary for Fiscal Year 1990-91
1.

Unfair Labor Practices
Unfair labor practice charges increased in fiscal year

1990-91.

(Chart I)

During the year, 394 unfair labor practice

(ULP) charges were filed with the ALRB, an increase from 330 ULPs
filed during 1989-90.

Of the 394 charges, 362 were filed against

employers and 32 were filed against labor organizations.
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The General Counsel closed 399 charges in 1990-91.

Of

the 394 ULP's filed, (Chart II) the General Counsel sent 70
charges to complaint and closed 25 complaints, as compared to the
prior year when 94 charges went to complaint and 27 complaints
were closed.

In addition to the 70 charges to complaint in

1990-91, the General Counsel dismissed 219 charges, settled 45,

and permitted the withdrawal of 65 others1 last year 132 charges
were dismissed, 37 were settled and 77 were withdrawn.

This

year, no complaints were withdrawn before hearing, 8 complaints
were settled before hearing, and 7 complaints were settled at
hearing; last year, no complaints were withdrawn, 8 were settled
before hearing, and 6 were settled at hearing.
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~ INTO COWPL.AINT

Administrative Law Judges conducted 16 ULP hearings this
year, as compared to 19 last year.

<Chart III)

They issued 9

decisions in ULP cases, including 3 in compliance cases; last
year there were 9 ULP decisions, 4 of which involved compliance.

CHART I I I
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2.

Elections
Twenty-three election petitions were filed, 10 of them

to decertify an incumbent union, as compared to 27 petitions last
year, of which 12 were to decertify.

(Chart IV)

The petitions

CHART IV
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filed in 1990-91 resulted in 15 elections being held, as compared
with 23 last year.

(Chart V)

The Board certified that a

majority had voted for the union in 9 elections and no union was
certified in 9 elections; last year, a union was certified in 10
elections and no union was certified in 15 elections.

No

elections were set aside this year and no ballots were impounded;
last year, one election was set aside and in one election ballots
were impounded.
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Investigative Hearing Examiners (IHEs) heard 4 cases
involving election-related matters in fiscal year 1990-91 and
issued 2 decisions.

Last year there were 4 hearings and 2

decisions (3 cases were from the previous years).

At the close

of fiscal year 1990-91, 2 election matters were awaiting decision
by IHEs.
A total of 1819 votes were cast in the Board's three
regions.

(Chart VI>

Salinas held 7 elections with 1239 votes

cast: El Centro had 6 elections with 437 votes cast: and Visalia
had 133 votes cast in 3 elections.
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3.

Board Decisions Issued
The Board issued a total of 17 decisions involving

allegations of ULPs and matters relating to employee representation during fiscal year 1990-91. (Chart VII)

Of the 17 decisions,

10 involved ULPs, and 7 were related to elections.

Last year

there were 26 decisions, 15 involving ULPs, and 11 concerning
election issues.

A summary of each decision is contained in

Chapter II.
4.

Board Orders
The Board issued 58 numbered orders in fiscal

year 1990-91.

A description of each order is contained in

Chapter III.

CHART VII
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Compliance Activity
At the beginning of 1990-91, 67 cases were ready for

compliance action.

This includes Board orders and ALJ decisions

which had become final.

Of these 67 cases, 37 were closed during

the fiscal year following either settlement, voluntary compliance, or an administrative compliance hearing to determine the
monetary amount owing. <Chart VIII) In addition, prior to closure
of these cases, compliance was achieved with regard to the nonmonetary remedies ordered by the Board.

During this fiscal year,

a total of $1,539.733.45 was distributed to 1,262 agricultural
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employees. (Chart IX.>

Also, at the close of the fiscal year,

there were 12 decisions on appeal to the courts.
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C.

Review of Goals for Fiscal Year 1990-91
1990-91 was a period of transition at the ALRB, as we

developed and implemented numerous changes to improve and
expedite case handling and to extend public outreach.
This year saw a dramatic increase in the amount of funds
dispersed to farm workers and the elimination of overage cases
pending before the Board.

At the beginning of this period, the

Board had cases over two years old.

By year end, we were in full

compliance with new self-imposed performance standards calling
for completed Board review within 90 days.
In addition to sweeping regulatory changes, described
elsewhere in this report, we completed revision of our Elections
Manual and revised procedures to process elections more quickly.
We also commenced the detailed revision of our Compliance Manual
and created a New Case Digest.
In a year of freezing conditions and drought, we were
responsive to economic conditions impinging on both agricultural
employers and farm workers, while continuing vigorous enforcement
of the Act.
Outreach and training went forward during the year,
although seriously constrained by budget limitations.
Participation in Department of Labor and other ongoing programs
provided a structured basis for reaching the public at minimum
program expense.
Board members were offered a day to review decision
making techniques and to compare appellate adjudicatory processes
with the presiding Justice and an Associate Justice of the Third
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District Court of Appeal.

A training plan for all ALRB personnel

was established and planning undertaken for continuing public
education to assist in the proactive avoidance of violations of
the ALRA wherever possible.
D.

Goals for Fiscal Year 1991-92
Fiscal year 1991-92 will be particularly challenging

because of major budgetary reductions.

Headquarters office and

storage space already has been reduced and a number of positions
are being eliminated.

While our seasonal office in Santa Maria

was terminated, we anticipate retaining our three regional
offices.
Our greatest asset remains our highly trained and
dedicated staff across the State, who has continued to provide
excellent public service under challenging circumstances.
Despite budgetary constraints, we are confident we will be able
to achieve even higher levels of public service in the year
ahead.
The Board and General Counsel will continue to improve
the expeditious handling of all ULP and election matters through
rigorous case management, assuring accuracy, fairness,
impartiality and timeliness.

We are continuing to explore

methods of reducing the delays parties can trigger through
various challenges and appeals during the election review
process.
The Board will continue to improve the predictability
and clarity of application of the law through its decisions,
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regulations and manuals.

We anticipate further regulatory and

manual revisions on a continuing basis.
The Board and General Counsel will further expand
public outreach to inform and educate agricultural employees,
employers and unions regarding the Agricultural Labor Relations
Act, recent Board decisions and recent court decisions.

These

efforts seek to improve public confidence and to assist the
proactive avoidance of disputes wherever possible.

The Board

will continue to work closely with other State and federal
authorities to improve our outreach program.

Work has recently

commenced on including ALRB legal developments in the electronic
and mail networks available through the University of California
and the State Colleges and University system.
Our ongoing goal is to assure that the Act will be
carried out as stated in the preamble - "to ensure peace in the
fields by guaranteeing justice for all agricultural employees and
stability in agricultural labor relations."

The Board and

General Counsel are committed to making California a showcase for
the sound and equitable administration of agricultural labor
relations.
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II
DECISIONS ISSUED BY THE BOARD

Opinion Number

Case Name
Ace Tomato Company, Inc.
San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./LCL Farms
Phillip D. Bertelsen, Inc. dba Cove
Ranch Management
Pleasant Valley Vegetable Co-op
Stamoules Produce Company
Triple E Produce Corporation
Mann Packing Company, Inc.
T. T. Miyasaka, Inc.
Abatti Produce, Inc. & Abatti Produce, Inc.
Ukegawa Brothers, et al.
Bruce Church, Inc.
Michael Hat Farming Co., dba Capello
Vineyards
San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./LCL Farms
Furukawa Farms, Inc.
Robert Meyer dba Meyer Tomatoes
Mario Saikhon, Inc.
Robert H. Hickam

16 ALRB No.
9
16 ALRB No. 10
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1

17
17
17
17
17
17

ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB
ALRB

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

2
3
4
5
6
7

The following case summaries are prepared for each
decision issued by the Board.

They are furnished for information

only, and are not official statements of the Board.

The official

decisions of the Board are available through the ALRB.

Each

decisions is numbered according to the year and order in which it
was issued.

The volume number signifies the calendar year since

the inception of the ALRB and is followed by the decision number
for that calendar year.

Thus 16 ALRB No. 18 designates the 18th

decision published in the 16th year of the ALRB's existence.
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CASE SUMMARY
16 ALRB No. 9
Case No. 89-RC-5-VI

Ace Tomato Co., Inc.
(UFW)
Background

On August 10, 1989, pursuant to a Petition for Certification filed
by the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union), the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) conducted a
representation election among all agricultural employees of Ace
Tomato Co., Inc. <Employer) in San Joaquin County, California.
The petition alleged that a strike was in progress. The initial
Tally of Ballots revealed 21 votes for the UFW, 45 votes for no
union, and 212 Challenged Ballots. As the latter were sufficient
in number to determine the outcome of the election, the Regional
Director (RD) of the Board's Visalia Regional Office conducted an
administrative investigation of 109 ballots comprising five
distinct groups. The RD determined that 56 of the challenged
ballots (Appendix A) were cast by economic strikers. The RD
recommended that the 56 challenges be overruled and that those
ballots be counted. The RD found that eight ballots challenged as
not on the eligibility list (Appendix B) were actually cast by
individuals whose names appeared on the list under slight
variations of their names, the RD recommended that the challenges
be overruled. Twenty challenged ballots were cast by persons
claiming economic striker status but whose names did not appear on
the prestrike payroll (Appendix C). The RD recommended overruling
the challenges because the employment of the individuals was
corroborated in one of several ways:
they worked under the names
of other employees who were on the payroll, they had documentation
such as pay stubs, or they failed to timely submit work tickets.
In each case another employee on the pertinent payroll vouched for
the challenged employee. The fourth group of challenges
(Appendix D) consisted of nine workers. They asserted that they
had worked under the name of another, or had documentation of
employment during the prepetition eligibility period. The RD
recommended overruling the challenges for the same reasons as the
Appendix C challenges. The fifth group of 16 individuals
(Appendix E) previously worked for the Employer and joined the
strike before reporting for work. The RD recommended sustaining
these challenges. Further, he recommended that the remaining
challenged ballots be held in abeyance. The Employer timely filed
challenged ballot exceptions.
Board Decision
The Board adopted the RD's recommendation that the Appendix A
challenges to the 56 ballots cast by economic strikers be
overruled. The Employer contended that the employees withheld
their labor solely due to fear and therefore, there were no
legitimate "strikers". The Employer submitted no authority for
the proposition that violence rendered the strike void ab initio.
The Board concluded that this case involved challenged ballot
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with applicable NLRA precedent. The strikers were therefore
eligible under the Agricultural Labor Relations Act. In response
to the Employer's argument that it had been denied due process
because there had not been a hearing and opportunity to
cross-examine the challenged voters, the Board concluded that no
hearing was required absent material issues in dispute. The
Employer's assertions regarding the impact of the alleged violence
on the individual challenged balloters were supported in only one
instance, that of the employee Hilario P. Solano, who gave
conflicting declarations. The Board deferred action on the
challenge to Solano's ballot because of the violence issue. The
Board consequently relied on the adequacy of the RD's
investigation. The Board directed the RD to open and count 69 of
the "economic striker" ballots.
The Board overruled the Appendix B challenges to persons who would
have been eligible as economic strikers but for the absence of
their name from the pre-strike payroll. While the Employer challenged the adequacy of the determination, reliance on declarations
of those challenged, and the supporting documentation, the
Employer did not submit evidence to rebut the finding. The Board
followed Ace Tomato Co., Inc. {1990) 16 ALRB No. 9 in concluding
that employees who performed compensated work, and ceased that
work in connection with a current dispute resulting in a strike
against the Employer, were eligible even though their names did
not appear on the pre-strike the payroll where their declarations
of employment were corroborated by others who were on the
pertinent payroll.
The Board overruled the challenges to three Appendix C ballots
cast by employees who returned to work after the election on the
basis that post-vote conduct was of no relevance to voter
eligibility. However, it sustained the challenges to the seven
other ballots because the voters had accepted employment from
the Employer thereby abandoning the strike and rebutting the
presumption of continuing eligibility accorded economic strikers.
The Board ordered the RD to open and count 88 of the challenged
ballots. It remanded the case to the RD for investigation of
sufficient additional challenged ballots to determine the outcome
of the election. One Board member objected to holding in abeyance
the remaining ballots based on the belief that all challenged
ballots should be investigated immediately following the election.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

* * *

16

A~RB

No. 9
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CASE SUMMARY
San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./
L.C.L. Farms, Inc.

16 ALRB No. 10
Case No. 89-RC-4-VI

Background
On August 2, 1989, pursuant to a Petition for Certification filed
by the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union), the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) conducted a
representation election among all agricultural employees of San
Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./L.C.L. Farms, Inc. (Employer) in San
Joaquin County, California. The petition alleged that a strike
was in progress. The initial Tally of Ballots revealed 13 votes
for the UFW, 22 votes for no union, and 185 Challenged Ballots.
As the latter were sufficient in number to determine the outcome
of the election, the Regional Director (RD) of the Board's Visalia
Regional Office conducted an administrative investigation of 96
ballots comprising three distinct groups. The RD determined that
70 of the challenged ballots (Appendix A) were cast by economic
strikers. The RD recommended that the 70 challenges be overruled
and that those ballots be counted. Sixteen challenged ballots
were cast by persons claiming economic striker status but whose
names did not appear on the prestrike payroll (Appendix B). The
RD recommended overruling the challenges because the employment of
the individuals was corroborated in one of several ways: they
worked under the names of other employees who were on the payroll,
or they failed to timely submit work tickets. In each case
another employee on the pertinent payroll vouched for the
challenged employee. The third group of challenges (Appendix C)
consisted of ten workers. Seven of these returned to work for the
employer before the election while three returned to work for the
Employer on the day after the election. Further, the RD
recommended that the remaining challenged ballots be held in
abeyance. The Employer timely filed challenged ballot exceptions.
The Board affirmed the recommendations of the RD in part. Because
the number of resolved challenged ballots was insufficient to
resolve the election, the Board remanded the remainder of the case
for the investigation of additional challenged ballots.
Board Decision
With respect to 69 of the 70 Appendix A ballots, the Board adopted
the RD's recommendation that the challenges to the ballots cast by
economic strikers be overruled. The Employer contended that the
employees withheld their labor solely due to fear and therefore,
there were no legitimate "strikers". The Employer submitted no
authority for the proposition that violence rendered the strike
void ab initio. The Board concluded that this case was restricted
to resolution of challenged ballot matters rather than election
objections. The issue for determination was one of eligibility.
Applying Triple E Produce (1990) 16 ALRB No. 5, the Board found
that the eligibility of "economic strikers" as determined by the
RD under Board cases relating to pre-Act strikers was consistent
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procedures rather than election objections. The issue for
determination was one of eligibility. Applying Triple E Produce
<1990) 16 ALRB No. 5, the Board found that the eligibility of
"economic strikers" as determined by the RD under Board cases
relating to pre-Act strikers was consistent with applicable NLRA
precedent.
The strikers were therefore eligible under the ALRA.
In response to the Employer's argument that it had been denied due
process because there had not been a hearing and opportunity to
cross-examine the challenged voters, the Board concluded that no
hearing was required absent material issues in dispute.
The
assertions of the Employer regarding the impact of the alleged
violence on the individual challenged balloters were
unsubstantiated.
The Board consequently relied on the adequacy of
the RD's investigation. The Board directed the RD to open and
count the 56 "economic striker" ballots.
The Board accepted the RD's conclusion that those on Appendix B
were actually on the list under some variation of their proper
names and overruled the challenges. The Board overruled the
Appendix C challenges to persons who would have been eligible as
economic strikers but for the absence of their name from the
prestrike payroll.
h~ile the Employer challenged the adequacy of
the determination, reliance on declarations of those challenged,
and the supporting documentation, the Employer did not submit
evidence to rebut the finding.
The Board followed earlier
precedent in concluding that employees who performed compensated
work, and ceased that work in connection with a current dispute
resulting in a strike against the Employer were eligible.
The Board accepted the RD's recommendation to overrule the
Appendix D challenges to the eligibility of those non-strikers
whose names did not appear on the eligibility list even though
they had worked during the eligibility period. The Employer had
failed to submit evidence contravening the finding that the
individuals had worked.
The Appendix E challenges were sustained by the Board. Relying on
Hiji Brothers (1987) 13 ALRB No. 16, where it denied eligibility
to workers in layoff status, the Board concluded that workers from
prior years who joined the strike before being recalled were
ineligible.
The Board decided to hold in abeyance the remaining ballots and to
consider them only if they proved outcome determinative following
the issuance of a revised tally of ballots. Two Board members
objected to holding the remaining ballots based on the belief that
all challenged ballots should be investigated immediately
following the election.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

* * *
16 ALRB No. 10
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CASE SUMMARY
Phillip D. Bertelsen, Inc.
dba Cove Ranch Management
(UFW)

16 ALRB No. 11
Case No. 84-CE-23-F, et al.

Background
In Phillip D. Bertelsen dba Cove Ranch Management (1986) 12 ALRB
No. 27, the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (Board) found that
the Employer (Respondent> had discharged fourteen workers because
of their protected concerted activities and ordered Respondent to
reinstate and make whole the fourteen discriminatees for all
losses of pay and other economic losses they have suffered as a
result of the discrimination against them. The Board's Regional
Director, acting for the General Counsel in compliance matters,
prepared a backpay specification setting forth his computation of
the amount of Respondent's monetary liability to the
discriminatees. Respondent filed an answer in opposition to the
proposed specification claiming that it was a federal farm labor
contractor under the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Workers
Protection Act (MSPA), 29 u.s.c. 1801 et seq., and that it was
prohibited thereby from reinstating the fourteen discriminatees
who Respondent claims were unauthorized aliens. Respondent argued
that: 1) the Agricultural Labor Relations Act was preempted by the
federal MSPA thereby prohibiting the Board from requiring
reinstatement and backpay for discriminatees who are unauthorized
aliens; and 2) the discriminatees were unavailable for work
because of their unauthorized immigration status. The matter was
set for an evidentiary hearing before an administrative law judge
(ALJ).
ALJ's Supplemental Decision
The ALJ found that Respondent was an agricultural employer under
the federal MSPA and was therefore exempt from the federal act's
prohibition against employing unauthorized aliens. That being
so, the discriminatees were entitled to the full range of Board
remedies, including backpay from the date of discharge to June 1,
1987, date of reinstatement. The ALJ further concluded that even
if the federal act's prohibitions were found to be applicable to
Respondent, said provisions restrict only the employment of
unauthorized aliens and not the payment of backpay to such aliens.
Finally, whether or not the MSPA was deemed applicable to
Respondent, the ALJ found that Respondent's implementation of a
new policy requiring proof of citizenship or work authorization as
a condition of employment was merely a legal stratagem adopted in
order to deprive the discriminatees of their backpay and
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reinstatement rights under an anticipated Board Order. Once that
purpose was achieved, implementation and enforcement of the new
policy became lax and desultory.
Board Decision
The Board found that Respondent failed to establish the alleged
unauthorized immigration status of the fourteen discriminatees,
the basic premise from which its "preemption" and "unavailability"
arguments were made. Finding no necessity to address Respondent's
contentions upon the existing record, the Board held that
Respondent's refusal to reinstate the discriminatees upon their
application to return to work was unwarranted. The ALJ's finding
on the amounts of backpay due was affirmed.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

* * *

16 ALRB No. 11
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CASE SUMMARY
Pleasant Valley Vegetable Co-op
(UFW)

16 ~LRB No. 12
(12 ALRB No. 31)
Case Nos. 82-CE-16-0X,
et al.

Background
In Pleasant Valley Vegetable Co-op (1986) 12 ALRB No. 31, the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) determined
that Respondent Pleasant Valley had failed to bargain in good
faith with the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or
Union), the certified bargaining representative of its
agricultural employees, by engaging in certain conduct proscribed
by the Agricultural Labor Relations Act (ALRA or Act).
The Board
also found that Respondent retaliated against the permanent H-I
crew for its union activities by depriving the crew of the
relatively higher paying head lettuce and cabbage harvest work
which it traditionally had been granted.
The Board found that
Respondent began allocating such work to new crews supplied by
outside labor contractors after the H-I crew had demonstrated its
support for the Union.
The Board ordered Respondent to
compensate the crew for all losses which it may have suffered as
a result of the diversion of the more remunerative work
assignments during the 1982-1983 and 1983-1984 seasons. On
March 4, 1988, the California Court of Appeal, Second Appellate
District, summarily denied Respondent's Petition for Review and
the matter proceeded to the compliance phase of this proceeding.
Thereafter, the Regional Director of the Board's El Centro
Region, acting for the General Counsel, concluded that no loss of
pay had been incurred by the H-I crew and that Respondent had
satisfied all other provisions of the Board's Order. The Board
granted the Union's Request for Review of the Regional Director's
subsequent determination to close the case.
Board Decision on Review
As a threshold matter, the Board determined that the Regional
Director's comparison of earnings between the various crews,
measured over an entire season, failed to adequately address the
Board's findings at 12 ALRB No. 31. There, the Board concluded
that had Respondent continued to assign work to the H-I crew as
it had prior to the discrimination, the crew would have realized
higher overall earnings. Relying on the payroll data supplied by
the Regional Director, the Board compared the allocation of work
week by week.
In the first of the two relevant seasons, the
Board found 15 weekly periods in which the H-I crew was employed
along with one or both labor contractor crews and all head
lettuce and cabbage work was allocated solely to the contract
crews. A similar result obtained during eight weeks of the
following season. For those weeks, backpay would be equal to the
number of units of work which the crew would have received
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multiplied by the higher piece rate. Examining all weeks in the
two seasons in which the H-I crew as well as one or both of the
contract crews worked and all received head lettuce and/or
cabbage work, the Board found six weeks in the 1982-1983 season
in which the contract crews were accorded a disproportionately
greater amount of the higher paying work and 10 such weeks the
next year.
Backpay would be equal to the difference between what
the crew actually received and what it would have earned but for
the discriminatory assignments.
The Board remanded the matter to the Regional Director with
directions to recompute backpay in accordance with the Board's
findings on review and to thereafter proceed in accordance with
standard Board practice in compliance matters.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

*

*

1G

ALRB No. 12
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CASE SUMMARY
Stamoules Produce Co.
(UFW)

16 ALRB No. 13
Case Nos. 86-CE-73-D(F)
86-CE-101-D(F)

Background
The United Farm Workers of America filed unfair labor practice
charges alleging that Respondent had engaged in unfair labor
practices by refusing to rehire melon harvesting crews. The UFW
claimed that the refusal to rehire was in retaliation for the
crews' concerted activities in a 1985 union organizing campaign.
The complaint was amended to add charges of threatening remarks
arising from the same organizing effort. Respondent denied the
charge and raised affirmative defenses directed at the delay in
bringing the complaint.
ALJ Decision
As a threshold matter, the ALJ denied the Respondent's Motion to
Dismiss based on delay and regulatory non compliance by complainants and Board agents. The ALJ found that Respondent's
interpretation of Title 8, California Code of Regulations section
20213, requiring submission of all supporting declarations on
filing of the charge, was inconsistent with the investigatory
duties imposed on the General Counsel. Additionally, the ALJ
held that administrative delay of approximately two years was not
a sufficient reason to deprive employees of their statutory
rights. Finally, the ALJ found that the Respondent failed to
submit specific facts demonstrating actual prejudice and to cite
precedent requiring dismissal.
Having disposed of the procedural issues, the ALJ determined that
Respondent discriminatorily refused to rehire two melon harvesting crews and certain other employees in retaliation for
(1) their participation in a 1985 union organizing effort, or (2)
association with workers who participated in such protected
concerted activity. This conclusion was based on credibility
determinations and the Respondent's business records. The latter
showed that crews were being hired at a time when the Respondent
denied work was available.
Finally, the ALJ concluded that Respondent's melon harvest
foreman violated the Act by making threatening remarks on one
occasion. This conclusion was based on credibility determinations. There were a number of incidents involving anti-union
remarks by those in positions of authority with Respondent. The
ALJ singled out an incident that occurred during the harvest in
the subject year, was witnessed by a worker whose conduct might
be affected, i.e., he would avoid further union ~ctivities
because of the potential adverse economic consequences, and
involved a statement made by one who clearly was in authority.
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Board Decision on Review
On review, the Board affirmed the ALJ's findings and conclusions
of law. Agreeing with the ALJ's statement that no formal system
of seniority was in place, the Board noted the evidence of
a preferential hiring system in years past.
The Board therefore
adopted the ALJ's proposed order after modifying it to reflect
the absence of any formal seniority system.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

*

16 ALRB No. 13

*

*
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CASE SUMMARY
Triple E Produce Corporation
(UFW)

16 ALRB No. 14
Case No. 89-RC-3-VI

Background
A representation election was held among the agricultural
employees of Triple E Produce Corporation .(Employer> on August 4,
1989. The original tally of ballots indicated that 173 votes were
cast for the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or
Union), 59 were cast for "No Union," and 268 challenged ballot
were cast. The Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board)
approved the Regional Director's disposition of 132 of the
challenged ballots in Triple E Produce Corporation <1990) 16 ALRB
No. 5, and directed him to issue a revised tally of ballots in
accordance with its decision therein. The Employer timely filed
43 objections to the election, conduct of the election, and
conduct affecting the results of the election on August 9, 1989.
Thereafter, the Executive Secretary issued his Notice of
Objections Set for Hearing; Notice of Partial Dismissal of
Objections; [and] Notice of Opportunity to File Request for Review
on June 26, 1990. The Executive Secretary set certain portions of
the terms objections for hearing and dismissed objection numbers
2, 3, 30, 34, 35, 36, and 37. On July 6, 1990, the Employer filed
its Request for Review of the Executive Secretary's Partial
Dismissal of Objections, and thereafter the Board granted review
of the Executive Secretary's dismissal of objection number 34 in
Administrative Order 90-28 <August 15, 1990).
Board Decision
The Board agreed with the Employer that the materials alleged by
the Employer to have been before the Regional Director at the time
of his peak decision were indeed before the Regional Director as
reflected in the record before the Board. The Board determined
that even were those records before the Regional Director,
however, the Employer had not presented evidence sufficient to
demonstrate that the Regional Director's peak determination was
incorrect.
In the first instance the Employer did not present
evidence sufficient to indicate that the Regional Director could
not have determined that peak was met under the Board's
traditional "body count" approach. Moreover, the Employer's
reliance on the Board's regulations at Title 8, California Code of
Regulations, section 20310(a)(6)(B) was unavailing since that
section was effectively invalidated by the decision of the Fourth
District Court of Appeal in Adamek & Dessert, Inc. v. ALRB (1986)
178 Cal.App.3d 970 [224 Cal.Rptr. 366].
In Adamek the court
disapproved the Board's practice of averaging eligibility period
employment.
Insofar as Title 8, California Code of Regulations,
section 20310(a)(6)(B) contemplates such a procedure it cannot
stand after Adamek. The Board therefore affirmed the Executive
Secretary's dismissal of the Employer's peak objection <no. 34),
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and restated an employer's obligation to demonstrate that peak has
not been met both under a traditional "body count" methodology and
under the comparison of actual eligibility period employment with
average peak employment enunciated by the Board in Mario Saikhon,
Inc. (1976) 2 ALRB No. 2 and approved by the court in Adamek,
supra. The Board also noted that it was utilizing the discretion
granted under Title 8, California Code of Regulations, section
20393(a) to use the provisions of Labor Code section 1142(b) in
publishing its decision herein on a topic of general interest.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not
the official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

*

16 ALRB No. 14

*

*
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Case No. 88-RD-3-SAL
16 ~LRB No. 15

Mann Packing Co., Inc.
(UFW)
CASE SUMMARY
Background

A petition to decertify the United Farm Workers of America,
AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) as the certified collective bargaining
representative of all the agricultural employees of Mann Packing
Co., Inc. (Employer) in the State of California was filed on
June 17, 1988, by petitioner Ernesto Garcia. A decertification
election was thereafter conducted among the agricultural employees
of the Employer by the Regional Director of the Salinas Region of
the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) on June 23,
1988. The initial tally of ballots indicated that 11 votes were
cast for the Union, 29 for "No Union", and 30 challenged ballots
remained unresolved. Thereafter, as provided by Title 8,
California Code of Regulations, section 20363, the Regional
Director conducted an investigation into the eligibility of voters
who cast the challenged ballots. The Regional Director's revised
tally of ballots showed that 11 votes were cast for the Union, 29
for "No Union", and 4 challenged ballots remained unresolved. The
Board affirmed the Regional Director's resolution of the
challenged ballots in Mann Packing Company, Inc. <1989) 15 ALRB
No. 11.
Investigative Hearing Examiner's Decision
The Union timely filed 10 objections to the conduct of the election
or to conduct affecting the results of the election, of which the
Executive Secretary set two for hearing, viz., (1) whether the
Employer improperly instigated, assisted, supported and/or
encouraged the decertification campaign, and (2) whether Ernesto
Garcia was an agent of the Employer, and if so, whether he made
improper promises of benefits to unit employees. A hearing on the
objections was held before Investigative Hearing Examiner (!HE)
Barbara D. Moore on October 9 and 10, 1989, in Salinas,
California. The IHE found that Garcia was an agent of the Employer
at two meetings of unit employees held one day and two days prior
to the election, and that in that capacity he had made statements
and/or promises that impermissibly tended to interfere with the
free choice of the unit employees in the upcoming decertification
election. She also foun~ that while the Employer had no prior
knowledge of the circulation and filing of the decertification
petition by Garcia, and had not assisted him in his decertification efforts, company personnel had also engaged in conduct that
independently warranted setting aside of the election. The
Employer filed exceptions with a supporting brief. The Union
filed no exceptions to the !HE's decision, nor did it file a
response to the Employer's exceptions.
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Board Decision
The Board found that Garcia was not clothed with apparent
authority to speak or act for the Employer.
Following Futuramik
Industries, Inc., (1986) 279 NLRB 185 [121 LRRM 1314] the Board
determined that even if Garcia had made the statements attributed
to him by the union's witnesses, he had not stood with the
Employer's management personnel during the meetings in question,
nor had he answered questions from the unit directed to the
management personnel. Under Futuramik, supra, therefore, he would
not have been perceived by the members of the unit to be acting
on behalf of the Employer. The Board noted its conclusion was
confirmed by the facts that it was common knowledge within the
unit that Garcia was attempting to decertify the Union, the
present being his third attempt to do so, that the Employer had no
prior knowledge of Garcia's present decertification efforts and
had not assisted him therein, and that Garcia had engaged in no
other conduct that could be construed as acting on behalf of the
Employer.
Following its decision in Jack or Marion Radovich (1983)
9 ALRB No. 45 the Board found the uncoerced distribution of caps
bearing the logo "No Union" among the members of the unit did not
warrant setting aside the results of the election, and found that
the preponderance of the evidence was in favor of company health
and safety director Lillian O'Connor's not having made impermissible
promises of benefit to the unit members. The Board therefore
found that the Union had not met its burden, and ordered the
results of the decertification election to be certified.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

* * *

16 ALRB No. 15
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CASE SUMMARY
T. T. Miyasaka, Inc.
(Antonio Romo)

16 ALRB No. 16
Case Nos. 89-CE-19-SAL
89-CE-19-1-SAL
89-CE-19-2-SAL

ALJ Decision
The complaint alleged that the Employer refused to rehire the Romo
family for the 1989 strawberry harvesting season because Antonio
Romo had engaged in protected concerted activities the previous
season. The ALJ found no causal connection between the concerted
activities she credited (complaining about late lunches and the
absence of drinking cups in the fields during the 1988 harvest
season, and supporting his son's effort to file a worker's
compensation claim in July 1988) and the Employer's subsequent
refusal to rehire the family.
The ALJ found that the family was
denied rehire for poor work habits and attitudes.
She therefore
recommended dismissal of the complaint.
Board Decision
The Board adopted the findings, conclusions and recommendations of
the ALJ, and dismissed the complaint in its entirety.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

*
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CASE SUMMARY
16 ALRB No.

Abatti Farms, Inc., and
Abatti Produce, Inc.
(UFW/Toribio Cruz and Jose Donate)

17

Case Nos. 78-RD-2-E
78-CE-53-E
78-CE-53-1-E
78-CE-53-2-E
78-CE-55-E
78-CE-56-E
78-CE-58-E
78-CE-60-E
78-CE-60-1-E
78-CE-61-E
79-CE-5-E

Background
The Board decision follows remand from the Court of Appeal for the
Fourth Appellate District to enable the Board to reconsider its
decision in Abatti Farms, Inc. (1988) 14 ALRB No. 8 in light of
the California Supreme Court's decision in Arakelian v.
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (1989) 49 Cal.3d 1279
[265 Cal.Rptr. 162] (Arakelian).
The court's order of remand was
i~ response to petitions for remand filed by Abatti Produce, Inc.
and the Board.
At the compliance hearing before the Board the
Employer argued that it should be permitted to introduce evidence
to prove that no contract would have been entered into by the
parties had the parties bargained in good faith.
The Board
refused to consider such evidence for the purpose of setting aside
the Board's earlier liability decision imposing the rnakewhole
award, but considered the evidence in determining the appropriate
measure of damages in 14 ALRB No. 8.
In Arakelian the California
Supreme Court affirmed the Board's position that employers who
absolutely refuse to bargain may not attempt to prove that no
contract would have been entered into by the parties had
bargaining occurred, but indicated that evidence that may tend to
prove no contract would have been agreed to may be introduced at
the compliance hearing to the extent the evidence is relevant to
the measure of damages. The evidence proffered by the employer in
14 ALRB No. 8 was the history of good faith bargaining by other
agricultural employers in the same geographic area who bargained
to impasse with the union.
Board Decision
The Board affirmed and further explained its decision in 14 ALRB
No. 8. The Board,again refused to consider the evidence offered
by the Employer for the purpose of proving that no contract would
have been entered into by the parties had bargaining occurred. The
Board again determined that any evidence offered by an employer to
prove no contract would have been reached had bargaining occurred
is too speculative to be considered relevant, whether offered at
the liability hearing or at the compliance phase. The Board
further explained that the Employer's evidence was relevant to the
measure of makewhole to be adopted and that it was considered by
35

the Board, but it was not found persuasive in light of all of the
contrary evidence presented. The Board affirmed its decision in
14 ALRB No. 8 that the measure of makewhole imposed, which
consisted of an averaging of wages paid under negotiated
contracts, was the appropriate measure of damages in light of all
the evidence.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.

* * *

16 ALRB No. 17
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CASE SUMMARY
16 ALRB No. 18
Case No. 75-CE-59-R, et al.

Ukegawa Brothers
(UFW)
Background

Between November, 1975 and September, 1976, the United Farm
Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) filed five unfair labor
practice charges in which it alleged that Respondent had engaged
in independent violations of Labor Code section 1153(a) of the
Agricultural Labor Relations Act CALRA or Act) by interfering with
employees' section 1152 rights and, in addition, had discriminated
.against a group of employees in violation of section 1153(c).
Although the Union conducted an organizational effort among the
employees in the fall of 1975, no petition for certification was
filed.
In its Decision in the underlying liability proceeding,
the Board described Ukegawa Brothers as a four-person partnership
comprised of two Ukegawa brothers and their wives which farmed
primarily tomatoes, strawberries, and vegetable row crops on owned
and leased land in northern San Diego County. The Board also
identified the employee complement as mainly illegal aliens who
lived in "crude housing of their own making adjacent to
Respondent's cultivated fields" or Mexican nationals with legal
immigration status who commuted to work from the Mexico-California
border communities of Tijuana and San Ysidro.
(Ukegawa Brothers
<1982) 8 ALRB No. 90 at pp. 1-2.) Following a 90-day evidentiary
hearing held between December 7, 1977 and September 1, 1978, the
ALJ found incidents of surveillance and other forms of
interference with employees' section 1152 rights, as well as a
form of "class" discrimination towards all of the Tijuana
residents who routinely crossed the border to work in Respondent's
fields by changing its established practice of hiring such
employees in order to make it difficult or impossible for them to
apply for work in the customary manner. Those employees had been
particularly active in the Union's organizational campaign. The
ALJ also found that a number of other employees had been demoted
or terminated in retaliation for similar Union activities.
On December 17, 1982, the Board issued its Decision in Ukegawa
Brothers, supra, 8 ALRB No. 90, in which it rejected certain of
the ALJ's independent ll53(a) findings but affirmed others for
which it ordered the standard cease and desist remedy. The Board
also rejected her "class" discrimination theory with respect to
the allegations concerning Respondent's failure to hire or rehire
Tijuana residents. Relying instead on the Board's traditional
approach to such issues and the standard elements of proof, and
further examining the alleged violations of section ll53(c) on an
individual or case-by-case basis, the Board concluded that General
Counsel had proved by a preponderance of the evidence that 34 of
the 48 alleged discriminatees had made proper applications for
work at times when work was available but had been rejected for
reasons proscribed by the Act. The Board ordered that they be
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offered employment with compensation for all economic and other
related losses, if any, arising from the unlawful denial of work.
The Board also found that Respondent had discriminatorily
discharged, demoted or transferred approximately six additional
employees and awarded appropriate remedies. The Regional Director
of the Board's El Centro Region issued an initial backpay
specification and notice of hearing followed by an amended
specification. All parties participated in the subsequent 21-day
hearing on compliance.
Decision of the Administrative Law Judge on Compliance
In his Supplemental Decision following the Compliance proceeding,
the ALJ found, inter alia, that General Counsel's methodology in
measuring backpay was reasonable; Respondent failed to establish
that it had reduced its work force so as to curtail the backpay
period; the discriminatees' tax documents are privileged and thus
are immune from discovery by Respondent; deductions or offsets for
interim earnings are allowable only during those times when work
would have been available to the discriminatees at the wrongdoing
employer; and a two-year escrow holding period for backpay funds
earmarked for missing discriminatees is reasonable in the
agricultural setting.
Decision of the Agricultural Labor Relations Board
Upon review of the ALJ's Decision in light of Respondent's
exceptions and General Counsel's brief in response, the Board
decided to affirm the ALJ's rulings, findings and conclusions and
adopt his recommended Order.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.

*

-16 ALRB No. 18
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CASE SUMMARY
17 ALRB No. 1
Case No. 87-CE-SAL, et al.

Bruce Church, Inc.
(UFW)
Background

The employer was alleged to have made unlawful unilateral changes
in terms and conditions of employment when it: (1) implemented
wage and benefit reductions; (2) introduced naked palletized
machines in Huron, Santa Maria, and Salinas at various times in
the spring of 1987 and in Salinas in the spring of 1988; (3) laid
off members of Ground Crew No. 2 without permitting them the
opportunity to follow the harvest to California; and (4) used
labor contractor crews instead of seniority crews to harvest its
lettuce crop in Huron, Santa Maria and Salinas from the spring of
1987 forward.
The employer did not dispute that the changes were
made unilaterally, but insisted that it had the right to make the
changes because:
(1) the parties were at impasse; (2) the Union
had breached its bargaining obligation through dilatory and
evasive conduct~ and (3) the Union abandoned the bargaining unit.
The parties met on June 24, 1986, at which time the Union
presented a comprehensive proposal and the employer countered with
its noneconomic proposals (its economic proposals were to be
presented after a survey of its competition's rates was
conducted). Despite numerous requests from the employer, the
parties did not meet again until March 19, 1987, when both parties
had the opportunity to present complete proposals. They did not
meet again until February 29, 1988. The employer implemented
reductions in wages and benefits on January 30, 1987 and began
implementation of the other changes in April of 1987.
ALJ's Decision
Finding that the record did not demonstrate "insuperable
disagreement," over substantive issues but, rather, a dispute over
who owed whom a counterproposal, the ALJ concluded that Respondent
failed to show that impasse had been reached.
(Standard Rice Co.,
Inc. (1942) 46 NLRB 49, 53.)
Recognizing that the NLRB has long held that unilateral action may
be excused by dilatory or evasive conduct by a union, if the union
is first given notice of the intended changes and an opportunity
to bargain, the ALJ found that no such notice had been afforded as
to any of the unilateral changes. He relied on the fact that
Respondent's contract proposals prior to the changes were silent
on wages and benefits and the transfer policy, and concluded that
Respondent's conduct with regard to labor contractor crews and the
introduction of machinery was inconsistent with Respondent's
proposals. The only exceptions were the introduction of an
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additional palletized machine in Salinas in the spring of 1988, of
which the Union was given notice and failed to request bargaining,
and certain periods of time in Huron and Salinas where it was not
clear from the record that the use of labor contractor crews was
inconsistent with Respondent's established practices which were
mirrored in Article 18 of Respondent's March 19, 1987 contract
proposal. He did not address directly whether the Union's
conduct had been dilatory or evasive.
Acknowledging that under ALRB precedent abandonment could be a
defense to a refusal to bargain charge where the union had become
defunct or disclaimed interest in continuing to represent the
unit, the ALJ found that no such showing had been made. The ALJ
did not find the Union's periods of inactivity to be sufficient to
constitute abandonment, particularly because of the dispute over
who was owed a proposal.
Board's Decision
In its exceptions to the ALJ's decision, Respondent pursued only
its abandonment and dilatory conduct defenses. The Board
affirmed the ALJ's rejection of the abandonment defense, noting
that there was no evidence that the Union had disclaimed interest
in, or was unwilling or unable to represent the bargaining unit.
(Lu-Ette Farms (1982) 8 ALRB No. 91, p. 5; 0. E. Mayou & Sons
(1985) 11 ALRB No. 25, p. 12, fn. 8.)
A majority of the Board found that the Union had indeed been
dilatory and evasive in its conduct between the bargaining
sessions on June 24, 1986 and March 19, 1987, and between
March 19, 1987 and January of 1988, as evidenced by its lack of
response to Respondent's numerous requests to continue bargaining.
The Board affirmed the ALJ's holding that no notice was given as
to the change in transfer policy and the change in the use of
labor contract crews because Respondent's contract proposals were
silent on the transfer policy and its conduct was inconsistent
with past practice and the use of labor contractor crews was
inconsistent with Respondent's March 19, 1987 contract proposal.
A majority of the Board reversed the ALJ's holdings with regard
to the changes in wages and benefits and the introduction of
palletized machines. The Board found that Respondent's
December 5, 1986 letter, in which it reiterated its earlier
requests for bargaining and specifically expressed the need to
immediately talk about wage reductions, constituted sufficient
notice under the rule set out in AAA Motor Lines, Inc. The
majority emphasized that its holding was based on the peculiar
facts of this case and would not obviate the need in other
circu~stances to provide detailed proposals prior to
implementation. The majority found no violation with regard to
the introduction of the palletized machines because, unlike the
ALJ, the majority interpreted Article 19 of Respondent's March 19,
1987 proposal to essentially cede to Respondent the discretion to
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introduce new machinery.
Dissenting and Concurring Opinion
Chairman Janigian and Member Shell concurred in the majority's
findings that Respondent violated the duty to bargain by altering
established policies governing transfers and use of labor
contractor crews without prior notification to the Union and
reasonable opportunity to bargain before the proposed changes were
implemented. They departed from the majority inasmuch as they
would have found a similar lack of notice and opportunity to
bargain with respect to Respondent's additional changes concerning
mandatory subjects of bargaining, namely modification of
harvesting methods and reduction in employees wages and benefits.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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CASE SUMMARY
17 ALRB No. 2
Case No. 89-CE-10-SAL

Michael Hat Farming Co.,
dba Capello Vineyards
(VFW)

Decision of the Administrative Law Judge
Following an evidentiary hearing, the Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) found that General Counsel had proved by a preponderance of
the evidence that Respondent Michael Hat Farming Co., dba Capello
Vineyards (Respondent> was an agricultural employer in its own
right with regard to employees the company hired and supervised to
work in the Paicines (San Benito County) vineyards which had been
sold by Almaden Winery to Heublein, Inc. and subsequently leased
by Heublein to Glen Ellen Winery.
He further found that while
Respondent was actually retained by Glen Ellen to provide
"viticultural and payroll services," the two entities, i.e., Hat
and Glen Ellen, co-determined or shared in controlling the labor
relations of the employees in question, thereby rendering them
joint employers.
After Glen Ellen entered into the management agreement with
Respondent, the latter engaged the services of labor contractors
to provide employees to work in the former Almaden vineyards.
As
the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) was
the certified bargaining representative for Almaden's agricultural
employees, the Union contended that Respondent and/or Glen Ellen
had succeeded to Almaden's bargaining obligation with the UFW and
objected to Respondent's having hired non-unit employees. Glen
Ellen responded by arranging a meeting with the Union and
subsequently entered into a bargaining agreement, the terms of
which Respondent adopted and carried out. Having succeeded to
Almaden's bargaining relationship with the incumbent Union, Glen
Ellen's successorship would naturally devolve upon and include
Respondent as its joint employer.
The ALJ also found that after the contract had expired, Respondent
again began contracting out unit work to non-unit employees,
thereby violating its continuing duty to bargain with the
employees' certified representative.
He recommended that
Respondent be ~rdered to bargain with the UFW, to honor the terms
of the expired contract until the parties bargain to a new
contract or impasse, and to compensate employees for any losses
they may have suffered as a result of having been deprived of unit
work.
Decision of the Agricultural Labor Relations Board
Respondent did not dispute the ALJ's finding that Glen Ellen was a
successor employer to Almaden Vineyards but excepted to his
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further finding that Respondent was a joint employer with Glen
Ellen. Having reviewed the record as a whole, the Board found
that Respondent, in its own right, met the statutory requirements
for agricultural employer status but additionally satisfied the
factors relevant to a joint employer determination. The Board
found, inter alia, that Respondent and Glen Ellen shared or
co-determined the labor relations policies which governed the
agricultural employees who worked in the former Almaden vineyards.
Accordingly, the Board affirmed the ALJ's findings in that record
and adopted his proposed remedial provisions.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.
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CASE SUMMARY
17 ALRB No. 3
89-RC-4-VI

San Joaquin Tomato Growers,
Inc./LCL Farms, Inc.
(UFW)

On August 11, 1989, the Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB
or Board) held a representation election among the agricultural
employees of San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./LCL Farms, Inc. at
polling sites in French Camp and Crows Landing, California.
The initial Tally of Ballots revealed 13 votes for the Petitioner,
the United Farm Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union), 22
votes for No Union, and 185 Challenged Ballots. Since the latter
were sufficient in number to determine the outcome of the
election, the Board's Regional Director immediately investigated a
portion of those ballots and issued an initial Report on
Challenged Ballots in which he recommended that 96 challenges be
overruled and those ballots be opened and counted. After
reviewing the Report in light of the Employer's exceptions, the
Board issued a Decision in which it directed that one ballot be
held in abeyance, that the challenges to 7 ballots be sustained,
that the challenges to the remaining 88 ballots be overruled,
those ballots be opened and counted, and a revised Tally of
Ballots issue.
(San Joaquin Tomato Growers, Inc./LCL Farms, Inc.
(1990) 16 ALRB No. 10.) The revised Tally revealed that one of
the ballots was a No Union vote while the remaining 87 ballots had
been cast for the UFW. Since no ballot choice had yet been
accorded a majority, the Regional Director investigated another 25
ballots and submitted a Supplemental Report in which he
recommended that the challenges to 15 of them be sustained but
that 10 ballots be opened and counted.
Upon review of the Supplemental Report in light of Employer
exceptions, the Board affirmed the Regional Director's Report in
its entirety. From the instant Decision, it is apparent that
after the 15 non-valid ballots are deducted from the remaining
ballots cast <including the 65 still unresolved challenged
ballots), the UFW has achieved a majority vote without the
necessity of opening and counting the 10 ballots for which
challenges are overruled.
Having thus resolved a sufficient number of challenged ballots to
determine the outcome of the election, the Board has directed that
the matter proceed to the election objections phase of this
representation proceeding for resolution of the Employer's pending
objections to the election itself.

*

*

*

This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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CASE SUMMARY
Furukawa Farms, Inc.
(UFW)

17 ALRB No. 4
Case No. 89-RC-7-SAL(SM)

Background
Furukawa filed objections to the conduct of a representation
election held on May 12, 1989. The UFW prevailed in the election
by a vote of 300 to 195, with 18 unresolved challenged ballots.
The objections alleged that the UFW and CRLA, acting as the agent
of the UFW, made substantial misrepresentations of fact that
interfered with the employees' free choice in the election. The
objections also alleged that even if CRLA was not acting as an
agent of the UFW, CRLA's conduct as a third party was so
aggravated that it warranted the setting aside of the election.
Additionally, the objections alleged that the UFW breached a
pre-election campaign agreement, engaged in threats of violence
and threatened job loss for failure to sign authorization cards.
For several years prior to April of 1989, Furukawa used
sharecroppers to plant, cultivate, weed and harvest the crops.
However, after a similar arrangement was found by the California
Supreme Court to be an employment relationship in S. G. Borello &
Sons, Inc. v. Department of Industrial Relations (1989) 48 Cal.3d
341 [256 Cal.Rptr. 543], Furukawa voided the sharecropper
agreements and hired the former sharecroppers as hourly employees.
The Borello decision and the CRLA's efforts thereafter received a
great deal of media attention. CRLA, which had been an active
challenger to sharecropping arrangements, filed suit against
Furukawa on May 10, 1989 on behalf of many of the sharecroppers.
The allegations of CRLA misconduct involve its pursuance of the
lawsuit, including numerous interviews with the media. The UFW,
upon learning of the dispute at Furukawa, sought to organize
former sharecroppers. The UFW filed its first representation
petition on April 10, 1989, but later withdrew it. Another
petition, which resulted in the election at issue, was filed on
May 5, 1989. Furukawa alleged that the UFW, in addition to making
its own misrepresentations and threatening workers with job loss
if they did not sign authorization cards, was responsible for
CRLA's alleged misconduct because the UFW adopted or ratified
CRLA's actions as part of its organizational campaign.
The !HE's Decision
The IHE rejected the allegation that an agency relationship
between the UFW and CRLA was established. The IHE found no
evidence of any coordination or consultation between the two
organizations.
Instead, the IHE viewed the two organizations as
carrying out their own distinct functions.
The IHE concluded that
Furukawa failed to prove that CRLA engaged in any misconduct and,
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therefore Furukawa clearly failed to satisfy the stringent
requirement of showing that third party misconduct was so
aggravated that it rendered free choice impossible. (Agri-Sun
Nursery (1987) 13 ALRB No. 19.)
The IHE rejected the claim that the UFW breached a pre-election
campaign agreement because the radio broadcast that formed the
basis of this objection was not attributable to the UFW. He
likewise rejected the allegations that the UFW misrepresented,
through the media, that Furukawa was reducing wage rates, because
the evidence was insufficient to show that the UFW was the source
of any misinformation broadcast by the media. The IHE found that
the threats to "take out" anyone who tried to work during a work
stoppage on April 5 were carried out by an autonomous group of
workers who had no relationship with the UFW at that time and who
acted without the knowledge of CRLA. The IHE dismissed the
allegations of threats of job loss for failing to sign
'
authorization cards because the testimony in support of those
allegations was too confused, contradictory and inconsistent to be
relied upon in finding that such threats indeed occurred.
The Board's Decision
Applying common law principles of agency, the Board affirmed the
IHE's ruling that Furukawa failed to demonstrate an agency
relationship between CRLA and the UFW. The Board found that the
evidence failed to show that CRLA purported to act on behalf of
the UFW or that it acted in a manner that would have reasonably
led the employees to believe that it was so acting. Therefore,
the UFW, which the record shows did not expressly adopt or ratify
CRLA's actions as part of its organizational campaign, also had no
duty to repudiate any of CRLA's conduct. The Board not~d that the
UFW, in the timing of its efforts to organize Furukawa employees,
clearly took advantage of the controversy surrounding the Borello
decision and CRLA's legal efforts, but that in itself does not
constitute improper conduct.
The Board also agreed with the IHE that the evidence as to
specific allegations of misconduct by CRLA and the UFW was
generally inconclusive and, thus, insufficient to substantiate
Furukawa's objections. Specifically, the Board found that there
was no evidence linking the threats during the April 5 work
stoppage to either CRLA or the UFW, or that the threats could have
affected free choice in the election held five weeks later. The
Board found the evidence of misrepresentations to be inconclusive,
as it was not proven that any misinformation disseminated by the
media was the result of false information supplied by either CRLA
or the UFW. Finding that CRLA did nothing unusual or unnecessary
in pursuing its lawsuit, and finding no evidence that CRLA's
efforts were calculated to aid the UFW organizing campaign, the
Board agreed that no misconduct surrounding the lawsuit was shown.
Carefully examining in context the testimony relied on by
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Furukawa in support of its allegations of threats of job loss, the
Board agreed with the IHE that the testimony was too ambiguous
and inconsistent to establish that such threats took place.
However, unlike the IHE, the Board did not rely on Theresa Garcia
Arevalo's admitted dislike of unions in evaluating her testimony.
The Board reversed the !HE's ruling that a meeting held by CRLA in
an open park on April 5 to discuss legal options with present and
potential clients was covered by the attorney-client privilege.
The Board found that the presence of UFW organizers within earshot
of the meeting, along with the open setting, prevented the meeting
from having the confidential nature required for the privilege to
attach. However, because the IHE allowed testimony of any
communication that encouraged or exhorted the workers to join or
support the UFW, the Board found that the ruling was
nonprejudicial and denied Furukawa's request to reopen the record.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not an
official statement of the case, or of the ALRB.
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CASE SUMMARY
Robert Meyer dba Meyer Tomatoes
(UFW)

Case No. 88-CE-3-VI
17 ALRB No. 5

BACKGROUND
This is a surface bargaining case. Charging Party United Farm
Workers of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) was certified by the
Agricultural Labor Relations Board (ALRB or Board) as the
exclusive bargaining representative of all the agricultural
employees of Respondent Robert Meyer dba Meyer Tomatoes
(Respondent) at Respondent's Monterey County, California
operations in 1975. A collective bargaining agreement entered
into between Respondent and the Union in September, 1985 was set
to expire on October 15, 1987. Prior to the expiration of that
agreement, however, the Board certified a second unit represented
by the Union and composed of Respondent's agricultural employees
at its Visalia, California operations on August 20, 1987. Over a
year of negotiations produced no agreement on a contract for either
unit. The Union filed unfair labor practice charges alleging
failure to discuss mandatory bargaining topics, refusal to provide
relevant information, making unreasonable proposals, and failing
to meet regularly, to be available for meetings, and to provide
adequately authorized negotiators.
ALJ DECISION
At a hearing held before Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Thomas
Sobel on May 8, 1990, in Visalia, California, the General Counsel
put on two witnesses and Respondent put on one, while stipulating
into evidence some 60 joint exhibits consisting of contractual
offers and bargaining correspondence. On this record, the ALJ
found that Respondent had failed to provide adequately authorized
negotiators and to furnish relevant bargaining-related
information, and had made unreasonable proposals and refused to
discuss mandatory bargaining topics. The ALJ recommended a
makewhole remedy.
BOARD DECISION
The Board found General Counsel's case to have been so thinly
presented as to tip the equities against deciding the case on so
marginal a record. Only on the issue of Respondent's failure to
provide relevant bargaining-related information did the Board find
the record sufficiently developed to avoid the necessity of
remand. On the other issues the Board found remand necessary to
develop a more complete evidentiary record. The Board therefore
remanded the case to ALJ Sobel for further proceedings, and
directed him upon completion of those proceedings to issue a
supplemental decision. The Board directed that neither the
finding of violation with respect to the Union's information
request nor the propriety of a makewhole remedy be relitigated at
the supplemental proceeding.
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DISSENTING OPINION
Member Ellis would not remand this matter for further hearing
because he believes it does not present appropriate circumstances
for such action.
Instead, he believes the Board should decide the
case on the record now before it. Consistent with cited NLRB
precedent, Member Ellis would remand only where the parties may
have been prevented from fully litigating the issues in dispute
by, for example, an intervening change in the law or an erroneous
ruling by the ALJ.
He would find that in this instance the
parties had a full opportunity to litigate the case and should not
be given another chance to meet their respective burdens of proof.

* * *
This Case Summary is furnished for information only and is not the
official statement of the case or of the ALRB.
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CASE SUMMARY
17 ALRB No. 6
Case Nos. 79-CE-70-EC
79-CE-170-EC 79-CE-248-1-EC
79-CE-178-EC 80-CE-39-EC
79-CE-248-EC 80-CE-110-EC
(8 ALRB No. 88)

Mario Saikhon, Inc.
(UFW)

ALJ Decision
In Mario Saikhon, Inc. (1982) 8 ALRB No. 88, the Board determined
that Saikhon had discriminatorily discharged and refused to
reinstate striking employees, in violation of sections 1153(c) and
(a) of the ALRA. A backpay hearing was held during the spring and
summer of 1984.
The ALJ denied Saikhon's motion to strike backpay claims of
discriminatees who refused to disclose their income tax records or
W-2 forms, ruling that income tax records are privileged. She
excluded from evidence certain payroll record summaries and
testimony given in prior litigation as inadmissible hearsay.
In analyzing the diligence of each discriminatee's search for
interim work, the ALJ applied the NLRB and ALRB rule that the
sufficiency of the search is measured by whether the discriminatee
made adequate efforts over the backpay period as a whole.
The ALJ held that in accordance with prior Board practice,
expenses incurred while searching for work should be added to
total net backpay due ~fter offsetting interim earnings against
gross backpay. The ALJ also held that backpay would be cut off
prior to a valid offer of reinstatement only if a discriminatee's
desire not to return was clear, unequivocal, and made in
circumstances showing no coercion.
The ALJ held that missing discriminatees would have a 2-year
escrow period in which to claim their backpay. She also
established a 2-year escrow period for potential discriminatees
(those who did not testify and who were not stipulated to be
strikers).
The ALJ found that claimants were entitled to backpay for new work
that would have been available to them based on their seniority
had Saikhon not refused to reinstate them.
The ALJ generally calculated backpay according to the daily
formula for thin/weed, melon harvest and broccoli harvest
employees. For lettuce harvesters, irrigators, sprinklers and
tractor drivers, the ALJ applied the daily formula where the
evidence did not establish "true substitute employment." Where a
discriminatee had obtained "true substitute employment," the ALJ
applied a "modified" seasonal formula, under which only interim
wages earned on days when the employee would have worked for
Saikhon were subtracted from gross backpay.
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Board Decision
The Board denied Respondent's third motion for reconsideration of
8 ALRB No. 88, raised in its exceptions brief, on the grounds that
it raised no new issues and cited no extraordinary circumstances.
The Board affirmed most of the ALJ's evidentiary rulings and
general statements of legal principles.
Regarding deduction of interim expenses, the Board determined that
it would follow the NLRB practice of deducting expenses from
interim earnings before deducting net interims from gross backpay.
The Board adhered to its prior practice of providing a 2-year
However, the Board
escrow period for missing discriminatees.
overruled the ALJ in concluding that there should be no escrow
period for potential discriminatees.
The Board affirmed the ALJ's conclusion that discriminatees were
entitled to backpay for new work that would have been available to
them based on their seniority in the absence of Saikhon's refusal
to reinstate them.
The Board concluded that as a general rule the formula chosen for
calculating a discriminatee's backpay should be based upon the
discriminatee's pattern of work at the respondent employer rather
than the pattern of work at interim employment.
Thus, for
employees who had a pattern of steady, year-round work at Saikhon,
the Board held that a quarterly backpay formula would be used.
For employees who would have had steady work throughout a Saikhon
season, the Board held that a seasonal formula would be used, with
all interim wages earned within that season deducted from gross
backpay for the season.
For discriminatees who worked only
sporadically at Saikhon, the Board held that a daily rate would be
applied, with interim earnings being deducted only if earned on
days the employee would have worked at Saikhon.
The Board remanded the case to the Regional Director for
recalculation of backpay in accordance with the Board's findings
and conclusions. The Board ordered that the recalculations be
submitted to the Board within 30 days for review, after which the
Board will issue a supplemental order specifying the amounts due
to each discriminatee.

*
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CASE SUMMARY
Robert H. Hickam
(UFW)

17 ALRB No. 7
Case Nos.
78-CE-8-D
(4 ALRB No. 73)
(9 ALRB No. 6)
(10 ALRB No. 25)

81-CE-96-D
81-CE-97-D
81-CE-122-D
(10 ALRB No. 2)

80-CE-105-D
80-CE-165-D
80-CE-195-D
80-CE-207-D
(8 ALRB No. 102)
Background
Robert H. Hickam (Respondent) was found to have engaged in bad
faith bargaining in three separate Board decisions. Respondent
was found to have refused to bargain with the United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO (UFW or Union) in 4 ALRB No. 73. This finding
resulted in compliance proceedings at 9 ALRB No. 6 and 10 ALRB
No. 25. Appeal of these Board orders (herein referred to as
Hickam I) ended when the California Supreme Court declined to act
on Respondent's appeal of the order imposing makewhole. The Board
thereafter initiated enforcement proceedings. Respondent was also
found to have engaged in bad faith bargaining in 8 ALRB No. 102
(Hickam II).
In 10 ALRB No. 2 (Hickam III) Respondent was found
to have continued its course of bad faith bargaining. Judicial
review of the Board's orders in Hickam II and Hickam III expired
when the Court of Appeal denied Respondent's appeals, and no
further hearing was sought by Respondent. Respondent filed a
motion under the Board's Order Respecting All Bargaining Makewhole
Cases Potentially Affected by William Dal Porto & Sons v. ALRB,
seeking a Dal Porto hearing in Hickam I, Hickam II and Hickam-III.
On February 8, 1990, Respondent filed another motion, seeking the
remand of Hickam I, to the compliance stage for a hearing on the
Dal Porto issue, relying on the California Supreme Court's
decision in George Arakelian Farms, Inc. v. ALRB (1989) 49 Cal.3d
1279.
Board Decision
Respondent contended that the only barrier to an agreement between
itself and the UFW was Respondent's financial weakness, which
would have precluded Respondent from agreeing to the wages that
the UFW had been found in Hickam I to have insisted upon uniformly
in the area of Respondent's operations during the makewhole
period.
In Hickam III, Respondent had contended that it could not
have entered into an agreement with the UFW because of its weak
financial condition and offered tax returns ana income statements
to support its arguments. The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) in
li~ckam III rejected the evidence based on the unrebutted testimony
of a certified public accountant that the income shown on the tax
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returns and income statement did not accurately represent
Respondent's financial position. Respondent offered the same
exhibits here in support of its Dal Porto motions, together with
tax returns and income statements for periods in Hickam II and
Hickam III. Respondent offered no explanation as to why these
exhibits should now be viewed as being reliable, other than a
letter from an Internal Revenue Service district director to the
effect that Respondent's 1980 tax return was accepted as filed.
The Board denied the motions. Hickam I closed when the Supreme
Court declined to review the Board's order as enforced by the
Court of Appeal. The Board therefore is without jurisdiction
as to Hickam I. As to Hickam II and Hickam III, Respondent made
no showing that the evidence it had offered in Hickam III in
support of what amounted to a Dal Porto defense should now be
received or that the reasons for its rejection by the ALJ in
Hickam III no longer applied. Respondent therefore failed to show
it~ad been prejudiced by the unavailability of the DalPorto
defense.
Finally, the Board concluded in reliance upon Arakelian, supra,
that Respondent, having had the opportunity both in Hickam III and
in its motions to establish a Dal Porto defense, should ~-
precluded from presenting the same contention, i.e., that no
makewhole is appropriate, in the compliance stage.
It may,
however, present evidence in compliance that the makewhole amount
is zero, or should be less than the sum contended for by the
General Counsel.
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III
BOARD ORDERS ISSUED
A.

1990/91 Board Orders
Case Name

Case Number

90-19

J. R. Norton

79-CE-78-EC

07/05/90

Request for Extension
of Time and Request
for Review Granted

90-20

Sam Andrews' Sons

81-CE-127-D

07/06/90

Deny Reconsideration

90-21

J. R. Norton

79-CE-78-EC

07/09/90

Acknowledgement of
Withdrawal for Extention of Time Request

90-22

Adobe Pkg. Co.

88-CE-9-EC

07/25/90

Bilateral Settlement
Approved

90-23

Frudden Enterprises

79-CE-338-SAL 07/26/90

Erratum in caption
corrected and Deny
Motion for pre-lim.
to determine ident.
employer

90-24

J. R. Norton

79-CE-78-EC

07/27/90

Request to file
Response granted

90-25

Cardinal Dist.

78-CE-12-C

08/01/90

Request for Review;
Request Recalculation of Makewhole
Specification
Denied

90-26

0. P. Murphy

77-CE-31-M

08/02/90

Remand modifying
Administrative Order
to permit consideration of effect of
strike violence;
backpay and makewhole remedies

90-27

Skalli/St.Supery

90-CE-44-SAL

08/16/90

Deny Request for
Review & Change of
Hearing Location

Adm. No.
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Date

Description

Adm. No.

Case Name

Case Number

Date

Description

90-28

Triple E Produce

89-RC-3-VI

08/15/90

Dismissal of Elec.
Objection & setting
briefing schedule
granted

90-29

Lu-Ette Farms, et al.

80-CE-263-EC

08/27/90

Authorization to
seek Enforcement
Notices in lieu
of subpoenas

90-30

Gerawan Ranches

90-RV-2-VI

08/27/90

Notices consolidating cases1
continue Investigative
Hearing~ pre-hearing
conference and Hearing

90-31

0. P. Murphy

77-CE-31-M

08/28/90

Clarifying pre-lim.
to present evidence
of strike violence

90-32

Ace Tomato Co., Inc.

89-RC-5-VI

08/30/90

Deny Motion for
Reconsideration

90-33

Ventura County Fruit
Growers, Inc.

83-CE-109-0X
et al.

08/30/90

Setting Time
Concerning Makewhole

90-34

San Joaquin Tomato

89-RC-4-VI

09/17/90

Deny Motions for
Reconsideration

90-35

Pleasant Valley Veg.

82-CE-16-0X

09/18/90

Deny Request for
Reconsideration

90-36

Frudden Enterprises

79-CE-109-0X

10/01/90

Deny Petn. for
further review and
Petn. to revoke
subpoena

90-37

Ventura County Fruit
Growers, Inc.

83-CE-109-0X

10/02/90

Close case

90-38

Gerawan Ranches

90-RC-2-VI

10/04/90

Deny Request for
Reconsideration/
Executive Secretary's
partial dismissal of
Election Objections

90-39

Comite de
Trabajadores de
Monterey Mushrooms

90-RC-5-SAL

11/08/90

Deny Interim
Appeal
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Adm. No.

Case Name

Case Number

90-40

J. R. Norton

79-CE-78-EC

11/16/90

Dismiss Request for
Review: Direction
to General Counsel to
proceed

90-41

J. R. Norton Co.

79-CE-78-EC

11/16/90

Dismiss Request for
Review; Direction
to General Counsel to
proceed

90-42

S & J Ranch, Inc.

89-RD-2-VI

12/05/90

Deny Consolidation
of Objections with
ULP

90-43

Richard A Glass

79-CE-36-SD

12/13/90

Unilateral Settlement Approved

90-44

Lonoak Farms, et al.

90-RC-3-SAL

12/18/90

Dismissed Exception
to Report on
challenged ballots
finalization and
issue rev. Tally of
Ballots.

90-45

Sam Andrews' Son

83-CE-169-D

12/21/90

Unilateral Settlement Approved:
Motion to Close

91-1

Sam Andrews' Sons

81-CE-128-D

01/03/91

Unilateral Settlement Approved:
Motion to Close

91-2

Vessey & Company

79-CE-98-EC
et al.

01/10/91

Unilateral
Settlement Approved

91-3

Babbitt Engineering

79-CE-7-SD

01/11/91

Bilateral
Settlement Approved

91-4

Ace Tomato Co., Inc.

89-RC-5-VI

01/11/91

Deny Request for
Review - Election
Objections

91-5

Union de Trabajadores
Agricolas Fronterizos

90-pm-1-EC
(SD)

01/16/91

Dismissing Motion
to Deny Access

91-6

Conagra Turkey Co.

90-RC-4-VI

01/17/91

Deny Request for
Review

91-7

United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO

87-PM-1-VI

01/28/91

Deny Access and dismissed Motion to
Deny Access
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Date

Description

Adm. No.

Case Name

Case Number

Date

Description

91-8

Sam Andrews' Sons

82-CE-75-D

02/01/91

Stip. for Unilateral
Settlement Approved

91-9

Ventura County Fruit
Growers, Inc.

86-RD-2-0X

02/07/91

Deny Motion for
Reconsideration

91-10

Skalli Corporation
dba St. Supery
Vineyards

91-RD-1-SAL

02/21/91

Deny Requests for
Review; Block Decertification
Election and
Dismiss Decertification Petition

91-11

Vessey & Company

79-CE-190-EC

02/26/91

Unilateral
Settlement Approved

91-12

Comite de Campesinos
De La Monterey
Mushrooms

91-PM-1-SAL

02/27/91

Dismissed Motion to
Deny Access

91-13

Monterey Mushrooms,
Inc.

90-RC-5-SAL

03/01/91

Deny Certified
Bargaining and
Request for Review

91-14

Bud Antle, Inc.

89-CE-36-SAL

03/01/91

Deny Request for
Review

91-15

Monterey Mushrooms,
Inc.

90-RC-5-SAL

03/05/91

Deny Certified
Bargaining and
Request for Review

91-16

Lonoak Farms

90-RC-3-SAL

03/07/91

Dismissal of Elec.
Objection

91-17

Jim Van Hattem

89-CE-23-EC

03/13/91

Bilateral
Settlement Approved

91-18

Namba Farms, Inc.

88-CE-39-EC
(OX)

03/21/91

Bilateral
Settlement Approved

91-19

San Joaquin Tomato

89-RC-4-VI

04/03/91

Deny Motion for
Reconsideration

91-20

Monterey Mushrooms

90-RC-5-SAL

04/10/91

Deny Grievance and
Petn. for Redress
on Relief and
Demand; Deny Protest
for Unequal and
Denial of Access
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Adm. No.

Case Name

Case Number

Date

Description

91-21

Bud Antle, Inc.

89-CE-36-SAL

04/12/91

Deny Request for
Review

91-22

0. P. Murphy

77-CE-31-M

04/16/91

Bilateral
Settlement Approved

91-23

Bud Antle, Inc.

89-CE-36-SAL

05/03/91

Vacated ALJ's
ruling and grant
Motion to Bifurcate
Hearing

91-24

Robert Meyer, dba
Meyer Tomato

88-CE-3-VI

05/09/91

Deny Motions for
Reconsideration

91-25

Salyer American Inc.

88-CE-41-VI

05/17/91

Settlement Approved

91-26

Tex-Cal Land
Management

77-CE-121-D

06/03/91

Closing Cases; Notice
of Opportunity

91-27

Gramis Bros. Farms

82-CE-4-F

06/10/91

Deny Motion to
Reopen Record and
Modify ALJ and
Board Orders

91-28

Salyer American, Inc.

88-CE-41-VI

06/11/91

Deny Motion for
Reconsideration

91-29

Ace Tomato Co., Inc.

89-RC-5-VI

06/21/91

Deny Request for
Review and Request
for Oral Argument

91-30

Sam Andrews' Sons

81-CE-59-D

06/26/91

Formal
Settlement Approved

91-31

San Joaquin Tomato

89-RC-4-VI

06/27/91

Deny Request for
Review; Dismissal
of Election
Objections
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IV

LITIGATION
A.

Introduction
Petitions to the Courts of Appeal for review of Board

decisions adverse to the employer's interests continue to be
filed in most of the cases.

Petitions for review of decisions

against the unions, on the other hand, are declining.

Defending

Board decisions continues to comprise most of the Board
litigation.

Cases originating in Superior Court have been

limited to actions to enforce previously issued Board orders.
The Board has also been involved in litigation before
United States District Courts in bankruptcy matters and in cases
involving questions of Board jurisdiction.

The Board's legal

staff also participated in cases before the National Labor
Relations Board involving questions of jurisdiction.
Several cases that involve unsettled or evolving areas
of the law are currently pending before the courts.

A case

pending review in the Court of Appeal questions the legal basis
for the Board's imposing the makewhole remedy and the extent of
the Board's discretion in adopting an appropriate measure of
makewhole.

Another case now pending before the Court of Appeal

involves a claim of federal preemption of the Board's authority
to impose backpay and makewhole remedies for undocumented
alien workers.

It is anticipated that the enactment of the

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.will result in further
challenges in the courts to the Board's remedial jurisdiction
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based upon claims of federal preemption.

Preemption claims are

also pending before the courts in two cases as a result of recent
National Labor Relations Board decisions narrowing the
Agricultural exemption from the national act.
B.

Review of Board Decisions by the Appellate Courts
During the 1990-91 fiscal year, the Courts of Appeal

throughout the State upheld the decisions of the Board in all
petitions for review acted upon by the courts.

Over ninety

percent of those court actions were dismissals of the petition on
Board motion, and summary denials of the petition.

No published

opinions were issued by the appellate courts reviewing Board
decisions.

The Supreme Court also denied all petitions for

hearing to review those Court of Appeal decisions.

c.

Imposing the Makewhole Remedy and Measuring the Award
The Board's decision in Abatti Farms, Inc. (1990)

16 ALRB No. 17 (Abatti) is currently pending review by the Fourth
District Court of Appeal.

The decision is the Board's first

application of the rules of law pertaining to the measure of the
bargaining makewhole remedy as set forth in the decisions of the
Third District Court of Appeal in Dal Porto v. ALRB (1987) 191
Cal.App.3d 1195 (Dal Porto) and the California Supreme Court
decision in Arakelian v. ALRB (1989) 49 Cal.3d 1279 (Arakelian).
While both court decisions dealt primarily with the question of
liability for bargaining makewhole, questions were raised about
the extent of the Board's discretion in fashioning a measure of
makewhole and the evidence that may be presented by an employer
to mitigate the makewhole award.
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The Board's decision in Abatti

presents the damages question and the Board's implementation and
interpretation of the court decisions to the Court of Appeal for
review.
The law continues to remain unsettled regarding the
imposition of the makewhole remedy in surface bargaining cases.
A Board decision addressing many of the implications of
Dal Porto and Arakelian has yet to be decided.

It is anticipated

that as decisions are rendered implementing the new decisional
law of the appellate court further appellate court litigation
will follow.
D.

Attacks on Board Jurisdiction
Defenses to unfair labor practice charges alleging lack

of jurisdiction in the Board have generated a considerable amount
of new litigation.

A complaint issued by the General Counsel

charging employer Bud Antle, Inc. with unfair labor practices in
its dealing with a Board certified bargaining unit, and the
Board's assertion of jurisdiction prompted a collateral attack
upon the Board's jurisdiction that resulted in litigation before
the United States District Court, Southern District of
California, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal, and the National
Labor Relations Board.

The Board's authority to initially decide

the question of whether it has jurisdiction was upheld in all of
the federal forums.

The jurisdictional question is now pending

before the Board.
In Bertelsen v. ALRB (1990) 10 ALRB No. 11 the employer
has asserted a defense in the Court of Appeal to the Board's
backpay remedy claiming federal law has preempted the Board's
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jurisdiction to impose the remedy for undocumented alien workers.
The new federal laws pertaining to immigration and recent
National Labor Relations Board decisions narrowing the
agricultural exclusion from the National Labor Relations Act have
created further questions regarding the extent of the Board's
jurisdiction.
E.

Other Court Activity
In an unpublished decision, Mario Saikhon, Inc. v. ALRB,

the Fourth District Court of Appeal upheld a judgment of the
Imperial County Superior Court dismissing an action by an
employer alleging a violation of its civil rights, i.e., being
deprived of a jury trial in compliance proceedings conducted by
the Board to determine the damages incurred by workers resulting
from the employer's unfair labor practices.

The employer's

subsequent petition for hearing before the California Supreme
Court was denied.
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v
REGULATORY ACTIVITY
In FY 1990-91, the Board conducted hearings and prepared
for submission to the Office of Administrative Law additions and
modifications to Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations,
sections 20100 et seq.

A new Chapter 1.5, beginning with section

20150 and continuing through section 20196, was prepared
containing general rules of pleading and practice applicable to
all ALRB proceedings, with respect to the format of documents, the
computation of time, the requirements for filing and serving
documents, the number of copies to be filed, and the procedures
for requesting and the standards for granting continuances,
extensions of time, and orders shortening time.

More

particularly, the ALRB prepared regulatory modifications and
additions to:
Adopt a new section 20150. Format For Papers Filed with
the Board. This regulation sets forth the paper size, the type
size, and the spacing of documents submitted to the Board, but
permits exceptions for official forms and for some declarations.
It also requires that proposed translations accompany those
documents which are not submitted in English.
Adopt a new section 20155. Signing of Papers Submitted
to the Board. This regulation requires that parties certify
that the document(s) they submit are justified and accurate.
Adopt a new section 20160. Place of Service and Number
of Copies. This regulation states where to file documents
submitted to the Board, the General Counsel, and the regional
offices, and it specifies, for documents filed with the Board,
the number of copies required with each filing.
Adopt a new section 20162. Making an Appearance Before
the Board. This regulation instructs parties how to enter a
formal appearance in a Board proceeding.
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Adopt a new section 20164. Service of Papers by the
Board. This regulation sets forth whom the Board must serve and
how that service is to be accomplished and proven.
Adopt a new section 20166. Service on Others of Papers
Filed with the Board. This regulation sets forth how interested
persons or parties are to be served, who is to receive copies,
and how service is to be proven.
Adopt a new section 20168. Service and Filing of Papers
by Facsimile Machine. This regulation sets forth the conditions
under which papers may be served by means of facsimile machine.
Adopt a new section 20170. Computation of Time. This
regulation states how time is to be computed for deadlines and
due dates found in the regulations or established pursuant to the
regulations.
Adopt a new section 20180. Exceptions to the above
regulations. This regulation permits exceptions to any of the
above regulations where circumstances warrant and provides that,
where a general regulation conflicts with a specific one, the
specific regulation will control.
Adopt a group of sections <§§ 20190, 20192, 20194,
20196). Continuances, Extensions of Time, and Shortening Time.
These four regulations incorporate the ALRB's present policy on
continuances and extensions of time into regulations and, in
addition, permit requests to shorten time in appropriate
circumstances.
The new regulations will also amend Chapter 2, beginning
with section 20200 and continuing through section 20298,
concerning unfair labor practices, as follows:
Amend section 20220 and adopt a new section 20224.
Complaints and Notices of Hearing. This regulation amends
section 20220 to eliminate the technical "boilerplate" found in
complaints and substitutes a readable "fact sheet" which explains
to respondents their rights and obligations. It adopts a new
section 20224, explaining the procedure by which complaints are
noticed for hearing and the time limits which apply.
Amend section 20222. Amendment of Complaint. This
regulation amends the present regulation to make "eve-of-trial"
amendments discretionary with the administrative law judge and
subject to such conditions as he or she may establish.
It
recognizes General Counsel's right to withdraw complaints.
Adopt a new section 20225. Withdrawal, Substitution,
and Discharge of Attorneys and Representatives. This new
regulation sets forth the requirements which must be fulfilled
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when an attorney or representative seeks to withdraw or is
discharged, or when another attorney or representative is
substituted into a case.
It limits the right to discharge or to
change attorneys or representatives when doing so would seriously
prejudice the presentation of the case.
Adopt new sections 20235, 20236, 20237, 20238.
Discovery. These four regulations translate the discovery rules
and procedures heretofore found in the Board's decision in
Giumarra Vineyards {1977) 3 ALRB No. 21, into clear and workable
regulations.
Amend sections 20240, 20241, and 20242. Motions Before
Prehearing and After Hearing; Motions During or After Prehearing
Conferences and Before Close of Hearing; and Motions, Responses,
Rulings; Appeals of Rulings. These regulations are amended so as
to modify the existing procedure for appealing interlocutory
Orders of administrative law judges or the executive secretary to
the Board by adopting the National Labor Relations Board's
requirement that "special permission" be obtained from the Board.
They clarify the language of the present regulations and the
procedure for motions.
Adopt a new section 20243. Motion for Decision. This
new regulation permits either party to move for judgment at the
conclusion of the other party's evidence.
It also specifies the
extent to which credibility can be assessed in ruling on such a
motion and establishes an appeal procedure when the motion is
granted.
Amend section 20244 and adopt a new section 20245.
Severance and Consolidation; Transfer.
The existing regulation
dealing with these issues has been divided into two sections, one
for severance and consolidation, the other for transfer. The
General Counsel is given full discretion over severance and
consolidation prior to the pre-hearing conference. At that point
it is given to the administrative law judge until the close of
hearing, and after that to the Board. The General Counsel may
transfer cases, with the proviso that the executive secretary or
administrative law judge has the right to determine where
hearings are to be held.
Amend section 20248 and Change its Title to Settlement
Conference. The existing regulation on settlement conferences
has been amended to reflect the manner in which they are
presently scheduled.
Amend section 20249. Pre-hearing Conference. The
existing regulation has been amended to recognize the importance
and controlling significance of the Pre-hearing Conference Order,
and to recognize the administrative law judge's right to require
offers of proof.
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Amend section 20250.
Issuance of Subpoenas and Notice
to Appear or Produce; Petitions to Revoke; Right to Inspect or
Copy Data. This regulation has been amended to limit the right
to obtain documents where doing so would impose an unreasonable
or undue burden on the responding party, and to require
certification that the subpoena is justified and not interposed
for an improper purpose.
Amend section 20255. Refusal of a Witness to Answer.
This regulation has been amended to recognize the right of the
administrative law judge to draw an adverse inference when a
witness, without legal privilege, refuses to answer a proper
question.
Amend sections 20261 and 20262. Time of Hearings and
Administrative Law Judges; Powers. These regulations have been
amended to permit an administrative law judge to recess a hearing
for up to two days, to require offers of proof, and to inquire
into and approve settlements in accordance with the proposed
changes in the settlement regulation (§ 20298).
Amend section 20266. Unavailability of Administrative
Law Judge. The regulation has been amended to recognize the
existing procedure of having the chief administrative law judge
assign and re-assign administrative law judges to hearings.
Amend sections 20/.68 and 20269. Parties; Intervention
and Rights of Parties. These regulations have been amended to
refine the concept of "party" to distinguish between those who
merely file charges and those who become active hearing
participants. The General Counsel and the respondent are made
necessary parties and the charging party is given the right to
intervene if it does so in a timely fashion.
For late
interventions and for other persons, the Board is given
discretion to determine whether intervention is appropriate. The
administrative law judge may determine the scope of an
intervenor's participation.
Amend section 20276. Reporting of Hearings. This
regulation has been amended to give the Board the same discretion
to determine how pre-hearing conferences are reported that it
presently has with respect to hearings.
Amend section 20278. Briefs to the Administrative Law
Judge. This regulation has been amended to eliminate the rarely
used practice of allowing the parties to submit proposed findings
of fact and conclusions of law. Requirements for the form and
length of post-hearing briefs to the administrative law judge
have been added, and the administrative law judge is given the
power, if certain conditions are met, to direct that cases be
submitted on oral argument without written briefs.
~end section 20280.
Transfer of Case to Board;
Contents of Record. This regulation has been amended to make
responses to motions and post-hearing briefs part of the record
which goes to the Board when exceptions are filed.
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Amend section 20282. Exceptions to the Administrative
Law Judge's Decision. This regulation has been amended to
conform with the requirements of new Chapter 1.5.
Amend section 20290 and adopt new sections 20291, 20292,
and 20293.
Formal Compliance Proceedings. These regulations
will provide a greater amount of conformity with NLRB compliance
procedures than was previously obtainable. New provisions allow
compliance issues to be heard in liability proceedings, where
appropriate, and require that compliance specifications be
consistent with current Board precedent. Greater detail is also
provided to determine the content of specifications. The
regulations also make clear that the general procedures
applicable to unfair labor practice <liability) proceedings are
also applicable in the compliance process.
Amend section 20298. Settlement Agreements~ Review of
Objections to Unilateral Settlement Agreements.
This regulation
has been amended to require that settlements entered into after
the beginning of testimony be formal and to establish a procedure
for Board review of formal settlements, including a provision for
an administrative law judge's review of those entered into after
the beginning of testimony.
It also requires that all formal
settlements are to be accompanied by a supporting statement from
the Regional Director.
Amend sections 20212, 20218, 20219, 20221, 20234, and
20251.
These regulations have been amended to conform to the new
provisions of Chapter 1.5.
The proposed regulations amend Chapter 3, beginning with
section 20300 and continuing through section 20393 concerning
representation of employees, as follows:
Amend section 20300(j)(5).
Petition for Certification
Under Labor Code section 1156.3 - Adequacy of Showing of
Interest. The amendment merely eliminates a typographical error.
Repeal section 20305(a)(7). Contents of Petition for
Certification~ Construction.
The subsection is no longer
necessary as it requires an indication whether a strike commenced
within the 36-month period prior to the effective date of the Act
on August 28; 1975 in order to allow the Board to determine
eligibility criteria for such strikers wishing to vote within 18
months of the inception of the Act.
Amend section 20310(a)(6). Employer Obligations. The
word "current" is added immediately preceding the phrase
"calendar year" in order to attain consistency with Labor Code
sections 1156.3(a)(l) and 1156.4, and in order to clarify that
the required statement of peak employment is for the current
calendar year.
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Amend section 20350(b). Election Procedure.
amendment merely eliminates a typographical error.

The

Amend section 20370(a).
Investigative Hearings- Types
of Hearings and Disqualifications of IHE's. The subsection more
specifically sets forth those types of election proceedings where
an investigative hearing may be held and states that an
investigative hearing examiner (IHE) is subject to
disqualification on the same basis and in the same manner as are
administrative law judges (ALJs) as provided in section 20263.
Amend section 20370(b).
Investigative Hearings- Powers
of IHEs. This subsection provides IHEs with all the powers now
possessed by ALJs in unfair labor practice cases as provided in
section 20262, and eliminates the need for the more limited
grants of power now found, e.g., in subsections 20370(b) and
20370(i).
Adopt new section 20370(c).
Investigative HearingsNecessary Parties. This new subsection specifies the necessary
parties to an investigative hearing and allows the regional
director or his or her representative to participate in the
hearing "to the extent necessary to ensure that the evidentiary
record is fully developed and that the basis for the Board's
action is fully substantiated."
(Kubota Nurseries, Inc. (1989)
15 ALRB No. 12.)
Amend section 20370(d).
Investigative HearingsAdverse Conferences. This subsection modifies the last sentence
of current subsection 20370(c) to parallel section 20255 in order
to permit adverse inferences in an investigative hearing when a
witness refuses to answer a question without privilege to do so.
Adopt new section 20370(e).
Investigative HearingsTime of Hearings and Continuances During Hearing. This new
subsection implements the standards for holding hearings that are
provided for unfair labor practice hearings in section 20261,
including the ability of the IHE to recess the hearing for a
maximum period of two days.
Amend section 20370(f).
Investigative HearingsRecording of Hearings. This amendment merely renumbers section
20370(d) to 20370(f).
Adopt new section 20370(g). Investigative HearingsMotions for Decision for Lack of Evidence. This new section
allows any party to move for a decision in its favor in whole or
in part after any other party has completed the presentation of
its evidence using the same procedures set forth in section 20243
with respect to unfair labor practice hearings.
Amend section 20370(h).
Investigative Hearings- Oral
Argument and Post-Hearing Briefs. This amendment merely
renumbers subsection 20370(e) to 20370(h).
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Amend section 20370<i>.
Investigative Hearings- The
Decisions; Deadline and Format. The modified subsection allows
the executive secretary to set a decision due date consistent
with the legislative mandate that election matters be resolved in
a prompt manner. Current subsection (i) would be repealed as
unnecessary in light of the grant of power in subsection (c).
Subsection 20370(f) is renumbered to 20370(i).
Amend section 20370(j).
Investigative Hearings Exceptions to the IHE Decision. This amendment merely renumbers
sections 20370(g) to 20370(j).
Amend section 20370(k).
Investigative HearingsStipulation of Issues to Board. This subsection allows the
parties to stipulate re~resentation issues directly to the Board
where there is no factual dispute following the existing
procedures in unfair labor practice cases set forth in section
20260. The subsection is also renumbered from 20370(h) to
20370(k).
Amend section 20370(1).
Investigative HearingsConsolidation. This amendment merely renumbers sections from
20370(j) to 20370(1).
Amend section 20370(m).
Investigative HearingsSubpoenas and Notices to Appear or Produce. The subsection
clarifies that notices to appear or produce are utilized in
representation hearings just as they are in unfair labor practice
proceedings.
The section also renumbers subsection 20370(k) to
20370(m).
Amend section 20370(n).
Investigative HearingsImmunity. This section merely substitutes the word "judge" for
"officer" in the phrase "administrative law officer" to reflect
the correct title currently in use, "administrative law judge.".
The section also renumbers section 20370(1) to 20370(n).
Amend section 20370(o).
Investigative HearingsDepositions.
This subsection clarifies the principle that the
procedures related to the taking of depositions apply to all
investigative proceedings, not merely to the filing of
objections; the subsection also renumbers the subsection from
20370(m) to 20370(o), and substitutes "judge" for "officer" where
appropriate.
Amend section 20370(p).
Investigative HearingsDisclosure of Witness Statements. This subsection merely
substitutes the phrase "administrative law judge" for the phrase
"administrative law officer" and renumbers the subsection from
20370(n) to 20370(p).
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Amend section 20370(q).
Investigative Hearings- Record
for Board Review.
The subsection now makes clear that
post-hearing briefs submitted to the investigative hearing
examiner will be part of the record before the Board on review of
the investigative hearing examiner's decision. The subsection
now also clarifies that proceedings related to petitions for
decertification and rival union elections, unit clarification,
amendment of certifications, and extensions of certification are
also within the scope of the regulation. The subsection is also
renumbered from 20370{o) to 20370{q).
Adopt new section 20370{r).
Investigative HearingsDischarge or Withdrawal of Attorney or Representative. The new
subsection provides procedures for the discharge or withdrawal of
an attorney in the same manner as that furnished by section 20225
with respect to unfair labor practice proceedings. The new
subsection also provides for the discharge or substitution of an
attorney or representative by a party.
Amend section 20385(c). Clarification of Bargaining
Unit; Amendment of Certification. The subsection will provide
regional directors the authority concerning the above proceedings
directly to request the executive secretary to set necessary
investigative hearings for the resolution of related issues.
Presently the regional directors must first submit an
investigative report containing a recommendation that issues be
set, to which parties may take exception. The new procedure will
streamline these proceedings by allowing hearings to be set at
earlier dates.
Amend section 230390(b).
Petitions Filed Pursuant to
Labor Code Sections 1156.7(c) and (d) -Decertification Petitions
and Rival Union Petitions. The subsection will be modified to
add a requirement that the signatures appearing on
decertification or rival union petitions contain the date of
signing in the same manner as required on representation
petitions. The new requirement will reduce the potential for
fraud or misrepresentation in filing decertification and rival
union petitions.
Amend section 20393(a). Requests for Review. Requests
for Reconsideration of Board Action. The modified section
contains language indicating that other actions by Regional
Directors delegated to them by the Board under the provisions of
Labor Code section 1142{b) are reviewable by the Board subject to
the same five-day statute of limitations previously applied to
named delegated actions. The new language eliminates the
potential for confusion and delay latent in the review of such
actions for which the statute provides ho limitations period.
Amend section 20393(f). Requests for Review; Requests
for Reconsideration of Board Action. The modified subsection
deletes the phrase "any response thereto" since responses to
objections petitions are not authorized by section 20365.
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The Board's regulatory changes will eliminate Chapter 4,
beginning with section 20400 and continuing through section 20490
concerned with the service and filing of papers, because Chapter
1.5 deals with those matters.
The regulations also amend Chapter 8, beginning with
section 20800 and continuing through section 20820 concerned with
practice before the Board, by removing the text presently
appearing in section 20800 and replacing it with the text
presently appearing in section 20820, and eliminating section
20820, as follows:
Amend section 20800. Prohibition of Practice Before the
Board of its Former Employees in Cases Pending During Employment.
The present text of section 20800 has been eliminated as
redundant following passage of Government Code section 87400 et
seq. which establishes uniform conflict of interest rules for
former employees of all state agencies practicing before their
former agencies.
The text of section 20820 has been renumbered
as new section 20800.
Delete section 20820. Prohibition of Practice Before
the Board of its Former Employees in Cases Pending During
Employment. Section 20820 has been eliminated since its text
appears now as section 20800.
The new regulations eliminate Chapter 11 containing
section 21100 concerned with emergency meetings, because it has
been superseded by the emergency meeting provisions of the
Government Code, as follows:
Delete section 21100. Emergency Meetings. This section
has been eliminated as redundant following passage of Government
Code section 11125.5 (Emergency Meetings) as part of the
Bagley-Keene Act.
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